
Singleshaft shredder ZENO, type ZTLL 1400 x 1600, yoc 2010, 56,748 operating
hours, drive power 45 kW, 52 pieces cutting crones 40 x 40 mm

 

The shredder was used for shredding nonwovens and needle felts etc. and is in good, immediately usable condition. The
machine is being replaced by a larger shredder due to its low throughput capacity. The machine is currently still assembled
and can be inspected under power.

Technical data shredder:
Manufacturer ZENO Zerkleinerungsmaschinenbau Norken GmbH
Type ZTLL 1400 x 1600
Year of construction 2010
Operating hours 56,748 hours
Inlet cross-section 1400 x 1600 mm
Main drive power 45 kW
Rated current 81 A
Hydraulic slide gate drive 2.2 kW
Rotor flight circle 380 mm
Rotor speed approx. 107 rpm
Number of cutting tools 52 knives, 40 x 40 mm, with tool holders
Screen perforation 40 mm
Weight approx. 5400 kg
 
Scope of delivery:
Only the shredder with control cabinet is for sale. The discharge conveyor belt and the air
conveyor system are not included in the scope of delivery.
 
 
Remark:
The shredder was used for shredding nonwovens and needle felts etc. and is in good, immediately
usable condition. The machine is being replaced by a larger shredder due to its low throughput
capacity. The machine is currently still assembled and can be inspected under power.
 
Comments:



Singleshaft shredder ZENO, type ZTLL 1400 x 1600, yoc 2010, 56,748 operating
hours, drive power 45 kW, 52 pieces cutting crones 40 x 40 mm

The documentation (Manual, CE-declaration, electr./hydr.-drawings), are completely available.
Inspections are possible after agreement. We will not assume liability for the given technical data
and possible errors.
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